
Session 6 (Fri, 22 Mar 2019)       Subject: HC3152 

------------ 

 

1. Class Test (7:30pm ~ 8:30pm) 

 

   Please write your full name on each page  

 

   Please write the Question Number clearly 

 

   You may answer the questions in the sequence  

     you know most (not necessary from 1 to 5) 

 

   DO NOT use erasable ball pen 

 

 

2. Lecture 6 Slides 

    Supply chain management (SCM) 

    Value chain model 

    Value network 

    Information systems infrastructure for SCM 

 

**** NEXT WEEK: Lecture 7 and Lecture 8 **** 

 

 

 

Slide 9 

------- 

"continual product flow" is necessary for cases that 

  continuous supplies are required 

  e.g. the supplies of A4 paper to an office where 

       a lot of printing is done every day 

 

"inventory" controlling the in and out 

  e.g. fifo vs lifo / filo 

       first in first out  e.g. queueing up, each 

                                should move itself 

       last in first out   e.g. into and out of a lift 

                                first = longest wait 

 

"replacement" means re-ordering of supplies 

  should rely on re-order level and re-order quantity 

  re-order level: stock level that triggers re-order 

  re-order quantity: number of units to be ordered 

  both depend on average units sold per day 

   and number of days to deliver an order 

    Example: daily sales: 20 units 

             lead time of delivery: 3 days 

             re-order frequency: every 7 days 

             warehouse can keep 20 to 160 units 

             re-order level ===> at 80 units 

             re-order quantity ===> 140 units 

 

Concerns about "New product development" 

  launch of new products (S9) to the market 

    once previous products (S8) sold out completely 

 

 

Slide 10 (data flow as per production process flow) 

-------- 

MDM - master data management 



CM  - client master (client master information) 

 

 

Slide 12 

-------- 

"Use of IS" -- use of information systems 

"EDI" -- electronic data interchange 

         transfer of data in between computers 

          without human actions 

         e.g. when order goods in TaoBao / eBay, 

              logistics will be arranged after 

              payment is made successfully 

 

 

Slide 14 

-------- 

This is a simplified value chain model.  Most common 

one has 5 elements in "primary activities" 

   in >> process >> out >> sales >> services 

and 4 elements in "supporting activities" 

  firm structure, HR, procurement, bus. development 

most importantly, there is a "margin" of the activities 

 

 

Slide 17 

-------- 

"MRP" -- material requirements planning 

         e.g. to produce 12 bottles of drink water, 

              materials: water, bottles, packaging, ... 

              production process: water into botttles 

                                  bottles into packs 

               

"MRP II" -- MRP 2 

            include financial, physical space, human 

              resources requirements 

 

 

Slide 18 

-------- 

"BPR" -- business process re-engineering 

         or say business process re-design 

         e.g. use of staff card to open the main 

              door of a company and include time-stamp 

              for staff attendance records 


